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The world of information technology is
often described as an ecosystem. And
just like an ecosystem that exists in
nature, IT is affected by internal and
external factors. In this issue of Database Trends and Applications magazine, we introduce the third annual
list of companies that matter in data,
a reflection of the IT ecosystem as it
exists now.
In the last 2–3 years there have been dramatic changes in
IT. Data is being created and amassed higher rates than ever
before, and is increasingly viewed as a valued asset, or even a
product itself.
Newer information management technologies, such as
Hadoop and cloud, a variety of open source offerings, as well as
NoSQL and NewSQL, are gaining traction and enabling insights
from data generated inside and outside company walls. However,
as has been the case for many years, relational database management systems continue to be powerful forces. In addition to
relational, MultiValue database technology, another established
approach, continues to evolve with new capabilities and integrations. Research reports produced over the past year by Unisphere
Research, a division of Information Today, Inc., have provided
insight into many of the pressing issues affecting data management. According to a recent Unisphere survey sponsored by Dell
Software, two-thirds of the respondents indicated that structured
data represents at least 75% of the data under management.
At the same time, Hadoop-based offerings as well as new
database products offer organizations a way to leverage a wide
array of unstructured data. Nearly 10% of respondents to the
survey said their companies are already using a NoSQL database technology and 12% are currently deploying it. Slightly
more than 15% are using Hadoop, with a little more than 5%
in the deployment process. In terms of the volume of data that
organizations are dealing with, the survey revealed that close
to 30% are managing more than 500TB (“The Real World of the
Dagtabase Administrator”).
Data is seen more than ever before as a valuable enterprise resource. But, with the intertwined issues of high data
volume, more data sources, and emerging data management
technologies, there are questions about who will take charge
of data management in the enterprise. The findings of another
Unisphere Research survey, sponsored by Ntirety, a division of
HOSTING, were included in a report, “The Vanishing Database
Administrator: A Survey of Data Professionals’ Career Aspirations.” The survey found that more than two-fifths of data professionals expect to leave the field within the next decade, either
due to retirement or to move into business roles.

Kore Technologies
Organizations face a looming shortage in database expertise,
while the need for data analytics is becoming more acute.Tools
such as cloud can allow organizations to rely on qualified third
parties, while database automation can take on the burden of
mundane processes so that data professionals can devote more
time to issues of greater importance. The survey also found that
database virtualization is expanding within organizations. Close
to half of the respondents indicated they are now charged with
database virtualization responsibilities in their organizations and
in conjunction with this emphasis, about one-third also said they
are responsible for application or system virtualization as well.
About one-fourth of respondents are leading big data analytics
initiatives, as well.
Adding to the pressure on data professionals is the brighter
spotlight on data security. An Oracle-sponsored Unisphere study
found that 70% of the respondents indicated that the database
group is responsible for the data security in their organizations.
New technologies are available to alleviate the manual burden
associated with database monitoring. However, the survey found
that only 30% of enterprises employ tools and processes to automate scanning for anomalies (“DBA—Security Superhero, 2014
IOUG Enterprise Data Security Survey”).
To provide information about forward-thinking providers of
hardware, software, and services in the changing IT ecosystem,
DBTA presents the “DBTA 100” list of companies that matter in
data. Listed here and on the following pages, are companies
ranging from established vendors to organizations that have
arrived more recently on the data scene.
We encourage you to learn more about why these companies were chosen by visiting their websites. In addition, in the
“View From the Top” articles, executives offer their perspectives
on why their companies uniquely address today’s data-driven
requirements. You can also dive more deeply into Unisphere
Research reports at www.unisphereresearch.com. n
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VIEW FROM THE TOP
Imagine a world where all
transactions are real-time. You go
to the store, swipe your card and
walk out with a new fishing rod—
voilà, real-time! Not so fast—
although your card may have
been authorized in real-time, that
transaction is batched, cleared,
Ken Dickinson, and funded long after you’re back
Co-Founder
home casting in the backyard.
& Managing
Let’s face it, the world is not
Partner
real-time but asynchronous and
the data is very redundant for
good reason. Repudiation and reconciliation are two
good reasons but more importantly for speed, or the
illusion thereof. So everyone keeps a copy of your
transaction in their system, then what do they do with
it? Besides processing it through their main system,
they want to analyze and share it with other systems
too. That’s where Kore Technologies comes in.
Our Kourier Integrator ETL (Extract, Transform and
Load) helps companies federate data from disparate
data sources into one unified data warehouse for
analytical purposes. Our solution is agnostic to
the business intelligence reporting environment so
companies are not limited in options.
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Kourier Integrator EAI (Enterprise Application
Integration) manages the necessary redundancy
by allowing you to share data across the various
sub-systems within the organization. Whether it
is sharing financial data up to corporate systems
on scheduled intervals or sharing data on-demand
between your cloud-based CRM system and backoffice ERP using our new RESTful Web Services
capability, Kourier is a flexible toolset that can
handle nearly any best-in-class integration project.

“

Let’s face it, the world is not
real-time but asynchronous...

Integrating to an eCommerce solution? Hopefully
it is our trend-setting KommerceServer eCommerce
Suite, which includes a Storefront and Customer
Portal solution designed for back-office integration
and has a built-in Product Information Management
(“PIM”) system to manage content. Since there may
be multiple data sources providing product content,
Kourier Integrator is an ideal tool to federate the
data into the PIM. n
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